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Radar-Ray Refraction Associated with 
Horizontal Variations in the Reftactivity 
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CaliIornia 
Abstract. The relative bending effects on a radio ray of the horizontal nd vertical gradient 
of refractivity are investigated. With the use of ray-curvature formulas developed by Wong, 
convenient differential equations governing the three-dimensional raypath are derived. It is 
also shown that the ratio of 'horizontal to vertical' bending effects is maximum when the ray 
is propagated in the vertical plane containing the horizontal gradient of refractivity. In a 
two-dimensional example, computations of path height as a function of horizontal distance are 
obtained by numerical integration. For this purpose, a regional space-time averaged exponen- 
tial model drawn from climatological studies of Bean and Thayer has been used. Even though 
this smoothed model and an extreme version of it derived synthetically by increasing 'the 
horizontal gradient everywhere by a factor of 10 have comparatively strong horizontal gradi- 
ents, the 'horizontal bending' effect is virtually negligible. It is not implied, however, that this 
conclusion is necessarily app!icable to an atmosphere xhibiting small-scale fluctuations in the 
refractivity pattern. The ray paths corresponding to the nonhomogeneous model are signifi- 
cantly different from those in a horizontally uniform atmosphere. The problem of replacing a
nonhomogeneous model by a• equivalent horizontally uniform one is also investigated. The 
choice of the best uniform atmosphere depends upon minimizing the rms height error over a 
designated horizontal path length, and this in turn requires the specification of several ray- 
propagation parameters in addition to the distribution of refractivity. 
1. Introduction. In tracing the ray path of 
high-frequency radio waves, we frequently use 
a model atmosphere in which the refractive in- 
dex n is a function of height alone. Bean and 
Thayer [1959] and others have proposed models 
having the property that the refractivity N = 
(n - 1) X 10 ø decreases exponentially with 
height above the surface. In such models, N is 
respresentable in terms of climatologieal data in 
the form 
N =: N. exp (-coz) (1) 
where N. is the surface mean value of the re- 
fractivity, z is the height above the earth's sur- 
face, and c, is the decay factor which depends 
upon No. 
The values of N and No are determined from 
meteorological data by use of the Smith-Wein- 
traub equation 
N = 77.6(p/T)q- 3.73 X lOS(efT 2) (2) 
where p is the atmospheric pressure in millibars, 
T is the absolute temperature, and e is the 
water-vapor pressure in millibars. 
x Now •t Naval Security Group Activity, Fort 
George G. Meade, Maryland. 
The primary usefulness ofmodel atmospheres 
is to approximate closely the average radio-ray 
refraction that is based on climatic conditions. 
Starting with the original '4/3-earth model,' 
many improvements have been made to achieve 
progressively closer approximations to average 
ray bending. No effective way has yet been de- 
vised to include horizontal variations in these 
refractivity models, however. In order that ray 
paths may be computed by high-speed igital 
computers, it is frequently convenient o assume 
that the refractivity is horizontally stratified 
with respect o the earth's surface, thus allow- 
ing no horizon•a! variation of refractivity. 
It is well known that Snell's law in the plan- 
stratified case follows from Fermafs principle 
of the minimum-time ray path [Kerr, 1951]. 
When the refractivity is horizontally uniform 
with respect to the spherical surface of the earth, 
Snell's law may be generalized to the form 
n(z + a) cos 0 = %½0 + a) cos 0o (s) 
where 0 is the ray-elevation angle at any height 
z along the ray trajectory and a is the radius of 
the earth. The subscript zero on the right side 
af (3) indicates known initial conditions along 
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the ray. Using (3), it is possible to show [Smart, 
1931] that the differential bending d•- along the 
ray path (considered positive in the case of 
downward bending) is given by 
Here 3z and $x are elements of distance mea. 
s'ured vertically and horizontally, respectively. 
Hence, using n -- 1 = 10 'e x N, we may write 
(6) in the form 
= 
The total bending r•. • between two fixed points 
is then given by 
Since effects of horizontal variations in re- 
fra½fivity are to be considered in this paper, a 
more gener• rw-tracing method will be applied. 
We draw upon resul• given by •etr [1951, pp. 
43•4] for •e special c•e in which the gradient 
of n lies in the vertical plane' 
= Vn. = (6) 
• n n 
Here d•/ds is the two-dimensional • cu•ature 
K at any point of the ray, u is the downward- 
directed unit vector normal to the ray path, and 
7 is the angle between the ray and -Vn (see 
Fibre 1). Equation 6 may also be deduced from 
Fe•a's principle, and so in a sense it is a fur- 
ther generalization of Snell's law for rays whose 
paths Mways lie in the same vertical plane. It 
follows from Fibre 1 that 
siny = cos(0- •) 
= cos O cos•+sin 0sin• 
with 
o/oz On/Ox 
½os • = -- ]'--•n--'• rsin !/,' = I"v-n[ (7) 
.... "iee-aime,io, 
plicable when lateral curvature exists is shown as 





Fig. 1. Relationship of constant refractivity sur- 
faces and ray geornetry. 
] dr K L, 0z coseq-•xx sine
ds n 
In (7), • is the angle of elevation of the sur. 
faces of constant N, and t• is defined just below 
(3) as the ray-elevation angle relative to the 
great circle through the ray segment. 
Marshall and Gordon [1957] indicate that the 
contribution to the bending effect which result• 
from the horizontal gradient can be significaat 
along coastal paths and in frontal situations. The 
extent of a similar bending effect implicit in 
radioclimatologica[ model to be introduced in 
section 2 is investigated in this paper. Computa. 
tion of the horizontaI-gradient contribution is 
also performed (section 5) for the case of an 
extreme model having a horizontal gradient 
which is everywhere ten times that of section 
As will be proved in the appendix, use of (8) 
instead of the three-dimensional curvature 
responding to the appropriate ray azimuth m•. 
mizcs the ratio of the horizontal to vertical 
graAicnt contributions to bending. Thus (8) af- 
fords • useful simplification for computational 
cstimatx:s of horizontal bending effects associated 
with a time- and space-smoothed re/ractivity 
distribution. When small-scale turbulent irregu. 
laritics in N are superimposed upon the large- 
scale distribution, the three-dimensional curva- 
ture equation (39) (see the appendix) must be 
employed •o explain the distribution of 'ray. 
scarce' and 'ray-crossing' regions. Computer- 
integration techniques have been applied to this 
problem of propagation in irrcghIar distributions 
of refractive index, notabIy by Hazelgrove [ 1957] 
in England and by Wong [1960] and his 
workers in the United States. In this paper, we 
will perform computations of ray paths only for 
the regional-climatological model presented in 
section 2, that is to say, for a model which has 
been derived from synoptic data by considerable 
smoothing. 
It will be noted in section 5 that, even if 
3N/Ox << ON/Oz, the latter derivative is 
strongly affec•d by the presence of a horizontal 
gradient. Thus for example, N may be expanded 
330 
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..,•o best fit proved to be parabolic of the form 
/ No= D+E+x 
where D ---- 320.4 N units, E: 2.801 X 0 -•N 
units (meters) -•, and F= 1.025 X 10 -•ø N unit 
(meters)-". The standard eviation of No rela- tive to its best fit (11) was 1.3 N units. 
/ . Next, the vertical distribution of refractivity 
was derived as a function of No. Bean and 
• Thayer [1959] have devised model reftactivity distributions of the form given in (1). The CttPL Exponential Atmosphere-1958 has the 
6ULF 
o• flexibility of allowing a climatological variation 
,Ex,•o in the mean decay factor so. Simultaneous values 
of co and N,, after Bear• and Thayer [1959], 
have been listed in Table 1 for 313.0 _• N, _ 
400.0. It was possible to fit these paired variables 
by least squares, using a functional relationship 
of the form 
c, = Ae b•v* (12) 
The least-squares analysis gave the results A: 
0.05417 (kin) -• and b: 3.089 X 10 -• (N unit) -•. 
The standard deviation in the mean c, values 
about the best-fit relation (12) was 0.00117 or 
about 0.5 per cent of the sample mean c, of 
Table 1. In the model adopted here, the best-fit 
relation (12) is assumed to be valid also for 
paired values of co and No. 
Combining (11) and (12), we have obtained 
a regional model which allows both N and 
ON/Oz to vary along the ray path as functions 
of z and z and yet retains consistency with ear- 
lier radioclimatological studies' 
N = No exp [-- Aze '•ø] (13) 
No = D • Ex ff- Fx 2 
By differentiation of (13) with respect to z, it 
is readily shown that the level at which the 
Fig. 2. The normal refractivity in central Texas 
during August, reduced to sea level [after Bean 
and Thayer, 1959]. 
ON 
about any initial point (Zo, O, Zo) in the fore 
o + \ Oz - 
[ø ... 
logether with higher-order terns. The last • 
in (9) represents a significant contribution • 
2. • re/r•iivii• •dd. The first s•p in 
developing the model was the fitting of a mean 
ho•zontal distribution of refractivity as a func- 
tion of horizontal distance z from the trans- 
mitter site. The ho•zontM distribution w• b•ed 
upon regionM radioclima•logy published by 
Bsaa a•d •a•r [1959], depicting the mean 
sea-level refraetivlty • at 1400 local time dur- 
ing the month of Au•lst. The mean N• dist•bu- 
tion (see Figure 2) w• prepared from 8-year 
average vMues of •,, the surface refractivity, 
which were then reduced by Bean and Thayer 
to sea4evel values No by 
•o = •, •x• (0.•0S7•) (•0) 
where • is the station altitude in kilometers 
above sea level. A hypothetical ray path AB 
was then drawn across the •o lines, essentially 
at •ght angles. Any ray initiated in the ve•ical 
plane through AB will then remain in this pla•e 
according to (6). Values of • were e•racied 
along AB, a distance of 705 kin, and were fitted 
by polynomial functions of z, where z is the 
distance from the transmitter in me•rs. The 
TABLE 1. Simultaneous Mean Values of No and c, 
after Bean and Thayer [1959], and c, Deduced 
by a Least-Squares Fit, Using Equation 12 
c, (after Bean and Thayer), c• by (12), 














horizontal grazlient of refractivity becomes zero 
from (13) may be determined from z ---- 
(Noc,b)'•, giving 7.0 km at point A and 4.6 km 
at point B. These levels compare reasonably 
well with the level 8 to 9 kin, to which Bean and 
Thayer [1959] ascribe a minimum horizontM 
variability of N. 
3. The ray path. Heretofore, curvature at 
any point on a ray path has been defined by K 
= d•-/ds. Note that K signifies absolute curva, 
ture, which in cases of refraction within a verti- 
cal plane is the negative of the usual curvature 
defined in elementary texts on differential cal- 
culus. Relative curvature (with respect to the 
earth) may be defined by the equation 
where dO is the change in ray direction relative 
to the (local) horizontal. From the geometry of 
Figure 3, it follows that • 
•o = •- • (•,) 
a•d Cabyon [][959]. 
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where d• is the magnitude of the angle at 
earth's center subtended by the horizontal ar• 
3x. We have, upon forming derivatives with 
spect to arc length s, 
•, = (cos o)/(z + a) - • (•) 
Kno•ng the values of N • N(x, z) from the 
model (13), •nd the initial ray-elevation angle 
0•, we m•y determine K and K•, re•ectively, by 
(8) •nd (16). Then by means of •n iterative 
procedure, new values of 0•, x,, and z• are corn. 
puted with e•h successive iteration. Using fini• 
differenc• gpplied to (6), we obtain the 
where the •bscript i denotes the ith iteration. 
Next, z,.• may be determined from the law 0f 
cosines •pplicd to triangle OPQ (Figure 3) by 
means of the fo•u!a 
///iNITIAL DIRECTION 
/ RAY PATH 
d•' 
CONSTANT 
P'• k r - LEVEL 
EARTH 
CENTER 
Fig. 3. Ray geometry of path tracing denoting 
the ith iteration. 
z,+, + a = [•o' + (z, + 
- 2•o(Z, + •i) cos (•, + 
The •de PQ of this triangle is the chord Ro, sub. 
tenqed by the are As (Fi$•re 3); it is •ven 
terms of the r•ius of cu•aturc r by 
no = 2r sin (Az/2) = 2/K sin (K•/2) (19) 
Note that the approximation Ro • As follows 
when the series expan•on of sin (KAs/2) 
t•nca•d at the first tern. Using arc-length in- 
crements As = 300 mete•, this appro•mati0n 
(Ro • As) is valid for the model to an accuray 
of !0'" meter for each i•ration. 
The angle a• of (!8) is one of the equ•l angl• 
of the isosceles triangle CPQ, •n(l its v•lue in 
radi•ns is obtained from 
Hence we have, upon expansion, 
cos (er• + 0•) cos (T-•A..•) = COS Oi 
(20) 
-½os (K•--•s)sin o, 
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Thus (lS) becomes 
z,+• q- a= {(As) z q- (z, -4'- a)• - 2As(z, 4- a) 
ß -• cos 0• -- cos• sin 0• (22) 
To de•rmine successive values of 5x, we must 
de•rmine the corresponding angle A•, •b- 
tended by •e are ax, at the earth's center (•g- 
ure 3); that is 
Ax, = (z, + dA•, a (z, + a)sin A• (23) 
where, in turn, by the law of Mnes applied to 
triangle OPQ, 
sin A•, = Ro sin (•, + 0,)/(z,+• + d) (24) 
Hence, using a trigonometric identity for the 
expansion f sin (a, + 0,), • well • (20) •d 
(23), we obtain 
(2S) 
The approximation A•,: sin A•, made in (23) 
is accurate to within 10 '•a radian, and this ap- 
proximation is virtually compensated in (25) by 
the appro•mation Ro • As. From (25) we are 
then •ble to de•rmine x,,• by me•s of 
The approximations of •e fo• •n (KAs/2) 
• KAs/2 and sin A•, • A•, used in (22) •d 
(23) were made for convenience in using ave- 
able programs of the CDC 1604 electronic om- 
puter. As indica•d previously, for the small arc 
lengths involved, these approximations do no• 
have any appreciable ffect upon the accuray 
of the ray path. 
4. Computat• procedure. Computations 
of the ray path were made with the equations 
outlined in the preceding sections. Iteration in 
•rc-len•h ste• of 300 meters Mona the path 
w• perfo•ed using programs written by one 
of the authors for the CDC 1604 high-•eed 
digitM computer. An iterative procedure w• de- 
v•d utilizing the following steps. 
(a) With the c•rdinates of the path x, •d 
z, • hofizontM distance along the each and 
ve•icM height, respectively, poin• vMues of N,, 
(ON/Ox),, and (aN/Oz), were computed from 
(13). For example, aN/Ox and ON/Oz have the 
form 
ß (1 -- Nocobz) exp (--c,z) (27) 
ON/Oz = - NoC. exp (-c.•) (28) 
(b) Cos 0, and sin 0, were determined from 
known values of 8,. Subroutines for these com- 
putations were already available in the program 
library of the computing center of the Naval 
Postgraduate $et,ool. 
(c) The curvature dr/ds was determined 
from (8). 
(d) The values of z,+,, x,.•, and 8,+.• were 
computed from (22), (25), (26), and (17), re- 
spectively, in preparation for the next iteration 
and these values were stored in the computer 
mcmow. 
(e) A printout was made at the end of 
each 9 km of path segment. The parameters 
printed were cumulative distance along the hori- 
zontal, cumulative vertical height, and path 
angle 0. 
Ray paths were computed for initial angles of 
0 ø 0.5 ø 1 ø 3 ø 5 ø 15 ø and 30 ø in the direction 
of increasing No, that is, from station A toward 
station B (Figure 2), constituting a range in No 
from 320 to 390. The computations were also 
performed for the same initial angles but in the 
reverse direction, that is, for the rays emitted 
from a transmitter at point B. 
5. Comparisons. The effect of the term ON/Ox 
of this model upon the value of K resulting from 
(8) was insignificant for all initial angles. The 
greatest height difference using the ON/Ox of this 
model resulted for the case of the initial angle of 
0 ø, and even here there was less than 30 em of 
height difference over the 705 km from B to A, 
in comparison with the case when ON/Ox was 
ignored. This is due primarily to the fact that 
ON/Oz is three orders of magnitude greater than 
ON/r•z. At the surface, for example, the maxi- 
mum vertical gradient is 7.050 X 10 -• N unit/m 
while the maximum horizontal gradient is 1.74 
X 10-' N unit/m. From (27) and (28). it is dear 
that the relative order of magnitude of ON/c3z to 
ON/Oz increases, even though the magnitudes of 
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Effect of Extreme Horizontal Reftactivity Gradient upon Path t'tcight 
(Ray projected from point B; o0 = 0.5 ø.) 
Horizontal distance, km 231.75 
Path height using •nodel 
horizontal gradient, meters 
Path height using extreme 
model, meters 
365.72 548.79 705.00 
3,232.10 ! 0, 4 93.64 22,586.29 37,488.72 
3,232.40 ! 0, 4 94.57 22,587.51 37,490.25 
When the value of (aN/Ox)o in (8) was in- 
creased to five times its original value, the re- 
suiting height change was still less than 30 cm 
over the horizontal distance of 705 km from B 
to A. However, use of the extreme model in 
which the horizontal gradient is increased to 
ten times the model value caused the ray path 
to deviate from the model value by 157 cm, in 
the correct sense, over the same horizontal p•th 
(•e Table 2). For the horizontal path B to A, 
(ON/Ox) o is of opposite sign to - (ON/az) o, and 
by (8) the ray height increazses as [(oN/Ox)ol in- 
creases. 
For low initi•i elevation angles, the vertical 
bending Azr is closely approximated byAzr • 
z/4, on the ba•sis ofthe 4/3~earth model. Thus, 
from the results of Table 2, Az•, • !0 km over 
the full horizontal path B to A. The correspond. 
ing horizontal bending Az, was 1.57 mete• 
using the extreme model over the same path. 
Hence Az•/Azr is about 10 '• under optimum 
horizontal bending conditions. Even for low 
vation angles, the ray cannot be bent signiti. 
eantly out of the initial vertical plane for a ray 
whose a•imuth direction differs from the hori. 
zontal gradient. This agrees with usual ray. 
tracing I)roec•lurcs. For rays whose initial eleu. 
tion angles are large (30 ø or greater), the ratio 
Az,/•,z•, is larger but the total ray bending 
smaller, ms is evident from Figure 4. In the 
latter range of angles, the rays are essentially 
straight. In any ease, (8) reduces to (4) for the 
models considered here. 
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Comparison of rays in a horizontally uniform atmosphere with those in a nonuniform 
atmosphere. 
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increasing' (from 320 to 390), that is, from 
point .4 to point B. For the same initial angle 
and initial elevation height, the rays have also 
been shown as they would have been transmitted 
from B to .4. These are labeled 'No = 390 de- 
creasing.' 
Upon examination of Figure 4 the following 
major conclusions become vident. 
(a) The ray paths corresponding to 'No = 
390 decreasing' and 'No = 320 increasing' de- 
viate more for small initial angles than for larger 
angles. For an initial elevation angle of 0.5 ø, 
the difference in height between the two rays 
was !829.3 meters over the horizontal path of 
705 km. 
(5) The ray which initially experiences the 
maximum value of •o, and therefore of (0•/•z)o, 
is subjected to the greatest over-all bending, and 
it arrives at the end of the path at the lowest 
elevation. Thus, for example, the lower of the 
two rays mentioned in (a) above corresponds 
to 'No = 390 decreasing.' 
(c) For small initial angles, the ray paths 
o/the horizontally homogeneous model deviate 
considerably from •hose of the nonhomogeneous 
model mentioned in (a) and (b) above. For an 
initial elevation angle of 0.5 • the ray path 
labeled 'No = 390 constant' gives an under- 
estimate of the height of the corresponding non- 
homogeneous model path ('N• = 390 decreas- 
ing') by about 594.5 meters over a horizontal 
distance of 705 
(d) Note from the considerations in (a) and 
(c) that as the initial elevation angle increases 
the corresponding curves become decreasingly 
separated in the vertical. For 
curves are distinguishable, one for No -- 390 
denoting both uniform and nonuniform hori- 
zontal distributions of refractivity and the other 
curve described similarly for No = 320. 
Conclusion (c) points up the concept of what 
might be called an equivalent horizontally uni- 
/orm atmosphere. This atmosphere depends, 
however, upon two specifications pertaining to 
the ray path: (a) the horizontal path length 
ove• which the closest approximation is required 
and (b) the initial ray angle. As an illustration, 
specifications (a) and (b) were •aken to be 320 
km along the line B to A (Figure 2) and an ini- 
tial ray angle of 0.5 ø . The computational proce- 
dure of section 4 was then used in testing the 
successive constant values of sea-level refrae- 
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tivity No = 390.0, --., 381.0, 380.5, 380.0, 
379.5, -- -. 
The rms height error for each horizontally 
uni/orm model atmosphere identified by a par- 
ticular No = constant was obtained using com- 
puted heights at horizontal increments of 9 km 
along the path. :Errors were computed relative 
to the r•y path 'No -- 390 decreasing' (with 
•9o = 0.5ø). The minimum rms height error oc- 
curred for No = 380.0, and comparative rms 
height errors for No = 380.5, 380.0, and 379.5 
over the 320-km path are 10.2 meters, 9.4 meters, 
and 10.7 meters, respectively. 
The nature of the equivalent ray path de- 
lermined by 'No = 380.0 constant' was such 
that it overshot he correct ray for approxi- 
mate!y 4/5 of the path. The equivalent ray then 
crossed the correct path and proceeded beyond 
the crossover point at lower elevations. How- 
ever, the magnitude of the errors associated with 
the last fifth of the equivalent ray path increased 
rapidly with increasing horizontal path length. 
The equivalent horizontally homogeneous at- 
toosphere is an idealization of a regional non- 
homogeneous model, such as that depicted in 
Figure 2. Its usefulness lies in permitting sim- 
plification of the computational procedure of 
section 4 by choice of a mean value of No. In 
this simplified model, horizontal variations of N 
may be ignored. 
6. Conclusions. The method of ray-path trac- 
ing employed here need not be confined •o a 
regional climatological model of the type pre- 
sented in section 2. It was convenient, however, 
to apply it to a model for which the distribution 
of reftactivity could be described analytically as 
a function of the coordinates. 
A possible application directed toward daily 
operational use may be found in the utilization 
of a modified CRPL Reference Atmosphere- 
1958 with actual synoptic values of AN, = N, 
-- N• to take account of surface ducts and other 
anomalous situations. At heights z _> I km the 
decay factor c• could be computed from the re- 
fractivity value N• = N,(x), at the 1-kin level, 
rather than from the surface value N,. This 
would involve the determination of a single 
synoptic parameter N• over a network of sta- 
tions rather than a knowledge of the complete 
soundings over the network. 
It would be of interest to apply the three- 
dimensional curvature equations, (37) and (38), 
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to the computational procedure outlined pri- 
marily in sections 3 and 4. The purpose of such 
a study is to determine representative sets of 
ray paths for a variety of initial conditions 
within a refractivity field of the type mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph. Since horizontal 
bending is excluded from a strongly smoothed 
refmctivity field, it is desirable to retain as much 
as possible of the fine structure of the lowest 
kilometer of the field. Some experimentation is 
necessary to determine the arc-length increment 
appropriate to the character of the space per- 
turbations. 
APPENDIX 
The three-dimensional curvature. To develop 
a ray-curvature formula of more general ap- 
plicability thma that of (8), we draw upon the 
ray-propagation formulas derived by Wong 
[1960], employing the Fermat !east-time prin- 
ciple in an isotropic medium. His equations can 
be further simplified by •he use of a moving 
trihedral x, y, z coordinate frame whose zx plane 
contains the ray segment at each element of the 
path. Furthermore, we wilI choose the x axis 
along the geoccntric ircle containing the hori- 
zontal projection of the ray segment at its true 
elevation z rather than at a standard reforence 
level, as was done by Wong. With these modifi- 
,,:':[tions, it follows that 
d-J/-= 0 and d__= 1 _d_ 
dx dx (1 q- z/a) dX 
where X is used to denote one of Wong's stan- 
dardized coordinates. Wong's equations in our 
notation therefore become 
d•y 
Thee two equations are related to the two 
components of curvature. Thus, if we write 0 
and • • the ray•levation •d azimuth angie, 
r•p•tively, we have dz/dx = t• 0 and 
= m •, •th ß = 0 at any point of a ray •g- 
ment. D•eremiation •th respect o x •ves 
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daz/dx • ---- see st9 dO/ds 
From (30), (3!), and (29) we obtain the eom. 
ponentz of relative curvature in the vettied 
plane and lateral to it, respectively. 
dO K• = cos O(• On •-'•zz) 
d• = = sec• 0 = K/ (33) 
K• of (32) h• •lre•!y (section 3) been called 
the relative curvature and it is related to the 
absolute curvature in the vertical plane, 
K.was related to K in (16). Thus we have 
cos 0 dO 
K•= 
a+z 
ar,l from (32) it follows that 
K,• = 1 On 1 On 0-5 cos o + o 
Likewise d½/dx may be called the lateral curry 
ture, and it hms been symbolized by K•' in (33). 
Equations 33 and 34 constitute a system of 
relations which •rmit stepwise comp•tation 0f 
the ray path under more gener• initial condi. 
tions than those con•dered in •etions 3, 4, and 
5. As mentioned previously (section 1), whet 
the reftactivity field hms small-scaIe irregular. 
tries, the Ia•ral bending tern may be of some 
imporlanee. 
The unit tangent vector t at any point on the 
r,y path may be written 
t = i cos0+ksin • (35) 
and upon differentiation with respect to arc 
length, we ob•in 
-[isin 0-- kcos 0] + jK,' cos e 0 (36) 
where K•' = •y/d•. The expression within the 
brackets is the unit nomal vector (per•ndicu- 
!ar W t) l•ng in the zx plane, and it will • de- 
nord by u.. = i •n 0 -- k cos 0. Thus by (34) 
and (36) we have 
RADAR-RAY REFRACTION 
--- - --cos 0•z  -4- sin K 
+ jK,' cos • • (s•) 
Let the y component of curvature K of (37) be 
denoted K•. Since this component is rela•d 
K,•.of (33), it follows that 
= - cos • 0 = (38) 
n nOy 
It is convenient now to consider the vector 
curvature K in the form 
i 0n 
K = K,=(i s n 0 -- k cos 0) q- j • •yy (39) 
and simuItancousIy, in the equivalent form 
x = [•l [i cos •, + k cos •, + j cos •] (•0) 
where •, •, and •, are •he three direction an- 
gles made by the curvature vector with •he 
local x, y, and z axes. 
Comparison of (39) and (40), with K, and 
cos •, now considered to be positive? loads to 
lhe results 
K• = [K[ cos• = •K,x sin 0 (41) 
1869 
K = K,[k :/: t•n 8(i -- j tan/5)] (45) 
The ratio of the magnitudes ofthe horizontal to 
•he vertical components is •herefore given by 
Ma•mization of this ratio with rester to fl is 
accomplished by differentiation, with the re•li 
0•k K,] = t•8 ]secBtanB[ 
The function [K,,•/K, h• extreme v•ues for 
• = 0 and • = w. According to (46) and (41) 
these two c•es are characterized bythe condi- 
tions Ks = K, and, in addition, 
K•= K,,sin 0 /5= 0 
Ks = --K,,sin0 /5 = •r 
The first of these cases corresponds to the case 
in which Ks= K, has the same sign as K, = K,o 
cos 0, whereas in the second ease the signs of 
Ksa•d K, are opposite. Consequently, (39) re- 
duces to (8), and the horizontal projection of 
the ray path is either parallel or opposite o the 
horizontal gradient vector Van. In either ease, 
*,he ratio IK•[/K, is a maximum. 
where the last of these is also equal to 
(On/O?/). The choice of sign to be used in con- 
neetion with K, in (41) is discussed below. 
Le•/• be the azimuth direction, relative to ,he 
ß axis, of the horizontal ½omponen, ofthe curva- 
ture K. Then the following project, ire relation- 
ships of solid geometry hold: 
cos :• = sin •, cos • (42) 
cos q5• = - sin •, sin iS 
The condition of perpendicularity of the unit 
tangent and curvature vectors leads to 
cos 0 cos qbx -- sin 0 cos 4', = 0 (43) 
from which, using cos • from (42), we arrive at 
tan 0 = cos •$ •an •, (44) 
Using (41), (42), (43), and (44) in conjunction 
with (40), we obtain the curvature vector 
• This can be done by reflecting the z and y axes 
through 180 degrees. 
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